


The purpose of the following 13 melachos in the Mishkon
was for preparation of wool and weave it into curtains.

ææåâ - Shearing: detaching non-living parts from a
person or animal.

ïáìî - Bleaching: freeing material from unwanted
dirt stains, dust, etc.

õôðî - Combing: untangling clumps of raw material
into separate parts.

òáåö - Dyeing: changing or reinforcing color.

äååè - Spinning: twisting a strand of fiber into thread.

êñéî - Threading a loom: tying the threads from the
front to the back roller of a loom.

ïéøéð éúá éðù äùåò - Threading a harness (of a
loom): inserting two threads through the rings (one in
each harness)

âøåà - Weaving: pulling across the thread which adds
a new row to the material.

òöåô - Separating thread: cutting or removing the
cloth from the loom rollers.

øùå÷ - Tying: making a permanent knot.

øéúî - Untying: undoing a permanent knot.

øôåú - Sewing: attaching two materials to one
another.

òøå÷ - Tearing: ripping apart material for a useful
purpose.

The purpose of the following 7 melachos was for preparing
the skins for the Mishkon covering.

ãö - Trapping: restricting the movement of an
undomesticated living creature for its use.

èçåù - Slaughtering: shortening the life of a living
creature for its use.

èéùôî - Skinning: separating the skin from the flesh
of a dead animal.

ãáòî - Tanning: processing raw materials physically
or chemically.

÷çîî - Smoothing: rubbing an object to reduce
roughness or form a shape.

èèøùî - Marking: outlining a surface for a useful
purpose.

êúçî - Cutting to shape: altering the size or shape of
an object for functional use.

The following 2 melachos were needed to rebuild the Mishkon
properly. Letters were written on the pillars to identify their
position. Letters were often erased and rewritten.

áúåë - Writing: creating meaningful images.

÷çåî - Erasing: a cleaning process preparing a
surface for writing.

The melachos of building and demolishing were employed to
build and take apart the Mishkon when travelling.

äðåá - Building: constructing or improving a
structure.

øúåñ - Demolishing: destroying a structure to enable
new construction.

It was necessary to light a fire needed for dyeing wool and
smelting metals. Fire was extinguished to make the charcoal.

äáëî - Extinguishing: Putting out a fire.

øéòáî - Kindling a fire

This melacho completed metal construction.

ùéèôá äëî - Final Hammer Blow: to complete the
act construction.

This last melacho was needed to move the pillars from the wagons
to a Public Area and vice versa; to bring the maasros for the
Mishkon from the tents to a Public Area.

úåùøì úåùøî äàöåä - Carrying: between one
domain and another domain, (as in from a private area
to a public area.)

According to the Talmud Yeroshalmi the original purpose of the first 11 Melachos listed above, was to prepare loaves of bread for the Lechem Haponim.
(Alternately; to grow and process plants needed to color the wool and skins of the Mishkan.) Learn what the rest of the 39 Melachos were.

Halachic opinions about what particular activity each melacho originally represented vary slightly. The version above is
adapted from the book, “THE 39 AVOT MELACHOT OF SHABBOS” by Rabbi Boruch Chait & Yoni Gerstein




